The Twenty Rays of Christ Consciousness

Seventh Chakra - Polarity Livelihood
Bonding Soul
Sixth Chakra – Truth Purpose Giving
Fifth Chakra – Blessing
Fourth Chakra – Alive Life Force
Third Chakra – Grace Receiving Change
Second Chakra – Prayer Service Vivation
First Chakra – Lotus Courage

Basic Information on the Twenty Rays of Christ Consciousness


The color of the chakras and the colors of the rays are illustrated in the chart. You’ll
notice there is no correlation. The rays are pure 5th dimensional frequencies. The chakra
colors give the clairvoyant information about the progress the individual has made in his
or her evolutionary journey. If the clairvoyant views the chakra colors illustrated in the
chart then the person’s become fully enlightened. The chakra colors represent
individual’s freedom from fear.
If for example the first chakra appears to be red then the rays of Lotus, Courage and
Child are fully activated in the person. If the chakra appears to be a bit cloudy or murky
then then there’s more fear based pattern removal needed in the first chakra.
The chakra colors are also 5th dimensional frequencies but they’re fully connected to the
person’s third dimensional physical body so a clairvoyant sees the fully integrated field
of the person within the chakra color.



The Rays of Christ Consciousness are never viewed by clairvoyants as a part of the
human being’s chakras. They are viewed as a person’s light body that can extend up to
50 feet from the human’s physical body.
The ray colors show up in a person’s light body if the person has relieved himself or
herself from the burden of fear that’s prevented the human from fully embracing the basic
skills of Earthly life. The individual rays activate when the skills embodied by the ray are
mastered.
For example, if the Ray of Lotus is fully activated, the person embodies full confidence
in being capable of self-protection or skillfully recovering from contamination from dark
forces.












The process of activating just one ray can frequently take several lifetimes.
A person always is given one ray to masterfully work towards fully activating during a
specific incarnation.
The Rays of Christ Consciousness are activated through the process of fear based pattern
removal. All authentic, love based spiritual paths merge with the Holy Spirit in providing
people with healing rituals that assist people in healing fear.
There are many modern day presentations of Ancient Wisdom that the Masters of Love
have asked human’s like Kathryn Jensen and perhaps many of you, to present to
humanity as very specific reconditioned methods for fear based pattern removal. The
term reconditioned is used because the foundation of these systems is the same. The
methods of taking care of fear based pattern removal are, in some cases very different
from the original processes.
All of these reconditioned healing systems activate the Twenty Rays of Christ
Consciousness.
The healing systems, presented through Kathryn Jensen, are very clearly introducing
people to the process of tapping directly into the pure frequencies embodied by the Earth
Mother and the human being. The rays are the pure configurations of these energies.
All other systems utilize the healing frequencies of Christ Consciousness through very
different modalities. Why? Because no one system is appropriate for all people. There
are billions of humans and perhaps 15,000 authentic healing systems for people to choose
from. These systems include the miracles of modern mainstream medicine, alternative
medical practices, energy medicine, sustainable farming practices, rituals from modern
day religious systems and all the impressive energy healing modalities.
This book Ashram of the Sea is a very basic introduction to cetaceans who tend to the
Earth Grid and tend to human evolution with the Twenty Rays of Christ Consciousness.
Much of the information is presented by the Great Creator―the Heart Mind of God who
introduces the reader to who the cetaceans are, where they came from and what they did
to prepare the Earth for humans to become the most compassionate beings in the
universe.



To learn more envelop yourself in the healing systems, the transmissions, the trainings
and the use of the essences― See www.Dolphin-EnergyHealing.com and
www.BlueDolphinEssences.com.

